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A B S T R A C T

Design standards for drag loading on offshore jacket structures do not presently account for
the reduction in forces arising from flow blockage effects in the event of combined waves and
current. This force reduction is believed to originate in reduced mean flow velocity through
the jacket, but this has never been directly measured. To address this, we conducted physical-
model tests which measured the flow adjacent to a jacket structure in combined waves and
in-line currents using acoustic Doppler velocimeters. Results confirm a dramatic reduction in
the mean flow velocity up-wave and down-wave of a model jacket in waves and current, far
greater than the flow reduction observed in current alone. These results unambiguously confirm
the significant additional blockage (and hence reduction in structural loads) not captured in
current offshore design standards.

1. Introduction

Bottom founded jackets are commonly used to support offshore oil and gas platforms and, more recently, offshore wind turbines
and electrical sub-stations. Jacket procurement cost is a major barrier to timely return on investment, hence efficient design is
important. Despite the fact that hydrodynamic loading from waves and currents is a key input parameter to jacket design, this fluid
loading behaviour is not fully understood even now. A Morison type calculation (Morison et al., 1950) has historically been used
to estimate loads, where forces (mostly drag) on each structural member are estimated assuming the rest of the structure does not
influence the flowfield. This assumption was challenged by Taylor (1991) who showed that, in the event of a steady current, the
jacket acts as an obstacle array, reducing local fluid velocities and accompanying drag forces, a flow effect called ‘simple current
blockage’. The postulated reduction in local fluid velocities was validated using results from experimental current-only jacket model
tests by Finnigan (1992) and from field measurements by Forristall (1996). ‘Simple current blockage’ was later adopted in the API
offshore industry design code (API, 2000). It was later shown that the combined action of waves and an in-line current give an
even greater blockage effect than current alone, and hence a greater reduction in drag forces. This ‘wave–current blockage’ effect
was modelled analytically in Taylor et al. (2013) for regular wave-driven oscillatory flow and current, with the model showing
good agreement with experimental force measurements of Allender and Petrauskas (1987). Wave–current blockage effects were
also studied with experimental force measurements using forced oscillations of grids of perforated plates (Santo et al., 2014a,b)
and later using regular and irregular waves incident on a 1:80 towed model jacket which was both rigidly supported (Santo et al.,
2018a) and then allowed to dynamically respond (Santo et al., 2018b). All prior work on wave–current blockage has focused on
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forces, and either used computational fluid dynamics models or analytical models to estimate what the forces ‘should’ have been
if these blockage effects were not present. While this force reduction effect is assumed to be caused by the reduction in the mean
fluid velocity through the jacket, this has not yet been directly measured.

This paper aims to address this gap, and is essentially an extension of the prior work of Santo et al. (2018a,b). We tested the
ypothesis that combined waves and in-line current will give a greater reduction in the mean fluid velocity through a jacket than
he reduction in flow velocity from current alone. In line with the assumptions made in the analytical blockage model in Taylor
t al. (2013), we hypothesised that there will be a small reduction in mean fluid velocity up-wave of the jacket associated with flow
ivergence around the jacket, and a much larger reduction in mean fluid velocity down-wave of the jacket associated with expansion
f the wake. To this end, we analysed experimental measurements of flow velocities taken by two acoustic Doppler velocimeters,
ne positioned up-wave and the other positioned down-wave of a model jacket. We measured the flow effects using two different
ackets, one with a densely-packed array of structural members representative of an oil and gas production platform, the other with
sparsely-packed array of structural members representative of a lightweight offshore wind jacket.

In this paper, we first recount the flow properties predicted by the simple current blockage model in Taylor (1991) (Section 2.1)
nd by the blockage model in Taylor et al. (2013) for combined current and wave-driven oscillatory flow (Section 2.2). Details of
he experiment are given in Section 3 and scale effects are commented on in Section 3.1. Results and discussion are presented in
hree parts: current only tests (Section 4.1), regular waves and current tests (Section 4.2) and embedded focused wave groups and
urrent tests (Section 4.3). We conclude the paper in Section 5.

. Analytical blockage models

.1. Simple current blockage

In a uniform incident flow, Taylor (1991) showed that the global drag force can be written as an adjustment to the standard
orison form, accounting for the reduction in the undisturbed free-stream current 𝑢c to a value 𝑢cs through the disc within the

actuator disc model,

𝐹 = 1
2
𝜌𝐶d 𝐴𝑢2cs, (1)
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is the fluid density, 𝐶d is the non-dimensional drag coefficient, 𝐴 is the summed solid area of all structural members normal to
he incident flow (the hydrodynamic area), and 𝐴f is the frontal area bounding the entire structure. The associated wake velocity
an be expressed as

𝑢wake = 𝑢c

(

1 −
𝐶d𝐴
4𝐴f

)

(

1 +
𝐶d𝐴
4𝐴f

) (3)

Forristall (1996) validated this model with field data collected from the Bullwinkle platform in the Gulf of Mexico during strong
current events generated by loop eddies shed off the Gulf Stream, and the method was subsequently adopted in the API offshore
industry design code (API, 2000).

2.2. Combined current and oscillatory flow

Taylor et al. (2013) proposed that the inclusion of regular waves provides additional blockage over the simple steady current
case. To treat the addition of this wave-driven oscillatory flow, they combined the cycle-averaged Morison force

𝐹av
1
2𝜌𝐶d𝐴

= 1
2𝜋 ∫

2𝜋

0
(𝑢w cos𝜙 + 𝑢cs)|𝑢w cos𝜙 + 𝑢cs|d𝜙, (4)

with the expression from actuator disc theory in mean flow

𝐹av = 2𝐴f𝜌 𝑢cs(𝑢c − 𝑢cs), (5)

where 𝑢w is the oscillatory flow amplitude, 𝜙 is the oscillation phase angle, and 𝑢cs is the reduced mean flow at the disc. This
approach relies on the assumption that the mean flow near the disc is dominated by the global wake structure.

To obtain 𝑢cs, the integral in Eq. (4) is evaluated, and the resulting expression solved iteratively. Dense obstacle arrays or high
hydrodynamic loading regimes yield an un-physical result where 𝑢cs∕𝑢c < 0.5 and the predicted wake velocity, 𝑢wake = 2𝑢cs − 𝑢c,
2

is negative. To maintain a physically meaningful solution (𝑢wake ≥ 0) and still resolve the full hydrodynamic loading, Taylor et al.
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Fig. 1. Jacket models (left image shows sparse arrangement, middle image shows dense arrangement). Right image shows a 3D CAD model of the dense jacket
annotated with relevant dimensions.

(2013) introduced the idea of splitting a single actuator disc into two. The first disc contains sufficient hydrodynamic area to
reduce its wake speed to zero. The second disc, immersed in the stationary mean wake and containing the rest of the hydrodynamic
area, then attracts only wave-induced oscillatory loading. Though an ad-hoc representation for the combined flowfield, they
showed that the predicted forces were consistent with much previously published experimental data. This paper presents flow
velocity measurements to assess the above ideas and enable development of design models that capture this wave–current blockage
phenomena.

Recently, Cummins (2017) showed that the saturation of total hydrodynamic load for dense obstacle arrays in steady flow can
be resolved without resorting to disc splitting by imposing geometric channel bounds. An extension of this approach to include the
effect of regular waves is being developed by the authors.

3. Experimental setup

Experiments were conducted in the Kelvin Hydrodynamics Laboratory towing tank at the University of Strathclyde, Glasgow.
The tank is 76 m long and 4.6 m wide with operating water depth of 1.8 m. Four Edinburgh Designs Ltd. hinged flap wavemakers
with force-feedback control are located at one end, and a sloping beach acting as a passive absorber at the other end. A motorised
carriage runs along the full length of the tank.

We tested the same jacket model used previously in Santo et al. (2018a,b), representative of a second generation North Sea
platform (Fig. 1). The 1.74 m tall jacket consists of four cylindrical legs of 38.2 mm diameter, running parallel when viewed end-on
but tapered when viewed broadside, giving a top and bottom cross-section of 0.39 m × 0.34 m and 0.60 m × 0.34 m respectively.
16 mm cylindrical members form diagonal bracing and vertical conductors, and 20 mm square tubing forms horizontal support
frames. The 24 vertical conductors were removed and the tests repeated, allowing blockage investigation for a structure of lower
hydrodynamic area, now more representative of a lightweight offshore wind jacket model. While in practice most offshore wind
turbine jackets are triangular or square in plan, the hydrodynamic loading and flowfield behaviour tested here can be generalised
to any jacket of comparable porosity. Henceforth, the jacket models with and without the conductor array will be referred to as the
dense and sparse models respectively. The proposed scale of the models and the predicted scale effects are described in Section 3.1.
Only the rectangular end-on jacket orientation was tested to elicit more blockage and reduce the effects of the tank walls.

The jacket was suspended from the carriage via a mounting frame with a double pendulum arrangement, leaving only the in-line
horizontal force to be measured by a force transducer sampled at 137 Hz (Fig. 2). The jacket was submerged such that the distance
from the jacket base to still water level was 1.33 m, leaving 0.47 m beneath the jacket base to the tank floor and 0.41 m above the
still water level to the jacket top, ensuring the largest wave crests do not hit the mounting frame.

Water particle kinematics were measured by two Nortek Vectrino acoustic Doppler velocimeters (ADVs), one positioned 0.280 m
from the jacket’s front top horizontal cross-beam towards the wavemakers and one 0.448 m from the jacket’s rear top horizontal
3
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Fig. 2. Top panel shows a schematic of the towing tank with the position of both ADVs relative to the jacket (not to scale). Bottom left photograph shows the
carriage with the jacket model suspended underneath when viewed in a down-wave direction. Bottom right photograph depicts a close-up of the jacket with the
up-wave (to the right) and down-wave (to the left) ADVs installed.

cross-beam towards the beach. We wanted the ADVs to be positioned roughly 1 jacket-width away from the jacket as a compromise
between competing flow effects: far enough from the model for the wake to expand and homogenise, and close enough to the model
to minimise mixing between the wake and the bypass flow. In practice, the positions of the ADVs were determined by available
mounting positions, but incidentally, the staggered arrangement allowed for an opportunity to measure the flow speeds at two
different distances from the jacket. The ADVs’ central transmitters were submerged 0.26 m and 0.29 m below still water level
(such that they remain submerged under the largest wave trough, Fig. 2). Note that fluid velocities are sampled ∼ 50 mm below
the transmitter. The ADVs were offset 5 mm laterally from the jacket and flume midline. For clarity, the ADVs will be referred
to as up-wave and down-wave (relative to the jacket). Hollow glass microspheres, originally developed by 3M for use as a filler
for composites, were used as seeding material. These glass particles are suspended in the tank and move at the same speed as the
surrounding fluid, acting to passively reflect sound waves emitted from the ADV transducer (Nortek, 2018). The free surface at the
jacket was sampled by a resistance-based wave probe mounted from the carriage between the jacket and the tank wall. Measurements
were recorded at 137 Hz and then interpolated to 100 Hz.

Seven uniform current speeds 𝑢c of −0.56, −0.28, −0.14, 0, 0.14, 0.28 and 0.56 m/s were simulated by towing the model
through otherwise still water, thus representing currents with a uniform depth profile. Positive incident current speed is defined in
the same direction as incident wave propagation, corresponding to the carriage moving towards the wavemaker (through still water
or through waves generated by the wavemaker). Hence, with a positive current this adds to the positive wave kinematics in a crest
to increase drag loading.

A subset of positive current speeds were also tested in combination with waves (waves propagating in the same direction as the
current). Two sets of regular waves, with amplitudes 𝑎 of 0.11 m and 0.2 m, were generated at the wavemaker with a frequency
of 0.52 Hz. Focused wave groups with 0.075 m and 0.012 m crest amplitudes at focus were generated according to a JONSWAP
power spectrum truncated at 1 Hz with a peak frequency of 0.52 Hz. Focused wave groups were also embedded within 0.041 m
and 0.055 m amplitude regular wave backgrounds.

3.1. Model scale effects

The dense jacket is a reasonably faithful geometric representation of a second-generation North Sea platform, with both the
framing pattern and the member diameters Froude-scaled down to a 1:80 lab scale. The submerged model depth of 1.33 m therefore
scales to a full-scale jacket in 106 m water depth. For the sparse jacket, we chose a full-scale water depth of 60 m which is typical
for an offshore wind jacket development, leading to a model scale of 1:45. The tested wave and current conditions are Froude-scaled
4
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values of an extreme sea state. For example, at 1:80 scale, a 0.28 m/s current and a 0.2 m regular wave with a frequency of 0.52 Hz
Froude scales to a 2.5 m/s current and a 16 m wave with 17 s period.

The effect of scaling on the measured flow behaviour may depend on the values of the Reynolds number, Re = 𝑢𝑙∕𝜈, and the
Keulegen–Carpenter number, KC = 𝑢w𝑇 ∕𝑙, where 𝑢 is the fluid velocity, 𝑙 is the diameter of a jacket member, 𝜈 is the kinematic fluid
iscosity, 𝑢w is the amplitude of the wave-driven flow velocity and 𝑇 is the wave period. The tests were done at Re ≈ 103 −104 and
t KC ≈ 10 − 20. At full-scale, Reynolds numbers are of the order of 106 − 107 and KC-numbers do not change. The structure of the
mall-scale wake behind each jacket member will change at full-scale — see for example Section 3.3 of Sumer and Fredsøe (2006)
or the discussion of flow around individual cylinders (though we note that the complex jacket structure will make the small-scale
akes interact and therefore become complex and hard to predict). However, more importantly for blockage effects, the global
ake of the jacket is driven by total momentum losses through the structure, not by shed vortices off each structural member, and

hese shed vortices should have mixed out by the time the flow reaches the ADV. Hence, we expect our tank measurements of flow
lockage to approximately represent the full-scale behaviour.

. Results and discussion

.1. Blockage in current only

The accuracy of the ADV measurements was validated by comparing against carriage speeds when no jacket was present, for
urrent speeds of 0.14 m/s and 0.28 m/s. Median flow measurements of both ADVs were within 2% of measured carriage speeds.

To estimate drag coefficients and interpret blockage measurements in current only, we use the simple current blockage model
iscussed in Section 2.1. The model collapses a structure into a single porous disc, hence does not apply to structures with members
hat are too densely-packed or structures which are long in the streamwise direction relative to their length across the flow direction
see Taylor et al. (2013)). Both the dense and sparse jackets comply with these assumptions as they are not structurally dense
nough to cause the predicted wake speed to reverse in a uniform current (as explained in Section 2.2) and the ratio of their
treamwise length to their length across the flow direction is representative of real jacket structures for which the model has been
alidated (Forristall, 1996).

Force time histories for steady tow tests without waves were used with Eq. (1) to estimate the drag coefficients of both the
ense and sparse jacket models. The frontal area 𝐴f of both models is 0.55 m2, while the hydrodynamic areas 𝐴 of the dense and
parse jackets are 1.12 and 0.54 m2 respectively, with all areas measured to 0.25 m above still water level. Measured mean forces
re plotted in Fig. 3(a, c). The linearity of the relationship between force and current-squared confirms the appropriateness of the
orison drag form used in simple current blockage (Eq. (1)). The 𝐶d values which give the best fit to the measured drag force

re 0.70 for the dense jacket and 0.87 for the sparse jacket. These low drag coefficients can be interpreted by considering local
hielding effects: structural members which trail behind leading members will experience reduced forces, hence they effectively
ave lower drag coefficients. The dense jacket with its tightly-packed conductor array has large local shielding effects, hence a
ower drag coefficient. Semi-equivalently, the highly-blocked conductor array in the dense jacket can be modelled by adjusting the
pportioning of hydrodynamic area across the actuator disc (Appendix B). By doing so, comparable drag coefficients between the
ense and sparse jacket can be derived.

ADV measurements of the mean upstream and downstream fluid velocities are shown in Fig. 3(b, d). Note the two sets of
easurements at each current speed formed by towing the model at positive and negative current speeds. The model is identical
hen viewed from each end, but the up-wave and down-wave ADVs are not symmetrically positioned relative to the centre of the

acket, hence the positive and negative tow directions give upstream and downstream flow velocity measurements at two different
patial points. The presence of the dense jacket acts to reduce both the upstream and downstream flow velocity below the free-stream
elocity. The downstream flow velocity has good agreement with that predicted by Eq. (3) for the fully expanded wake when the
odel is towed in a positive tow direction, indicating the appropriateness of the estimated 𝐶d. For measurements with the sparse

acket, upstream and downstream flow speeds are slightly reduced but to a much lower extent than with the dense jacket, with
ownstream velocities exceeding that predicted by Eq. (3). A clear limitation to the experiments is that the bulk flow behaviour can
nly be inferred from point measurements. The flow structure is likely to vary across the width of the sparse jacket, which has very
ittle hydrodynamic area through its centre and most of the area concentrated on the outer perimeter when viewed from above.

The mean upstream and downstream flow speed measurements are lower when the model is towed in the positive direction (from
each to wavemakers) compared with the negative tow direction. A positive tow direction results in the upstream flow measurement
loser to the jacket front, reading a stronger upstream divergence and thus reduced flow. We expect the upstream flow divergence
head of the jacket to be localised to a short distance of the order of the frontal width of the jacket as this part of the flow is
rrotational (see Fig. 3 in Santo et al. (2014a)). A positive tow direction also results in the downstream flow measurement being
lightly further away from the jacket rear, closer to the fully relaxed wake region theorised by actuator disc models. Whether the
DVs are positioned in this fully relaxed wake is uncertain, partially because we did not collect enough spatial measurements to
stimate this, and partially because the real wake behaviour is distorted by mixing of the wake with the bypass flow (which actuator
isc theory ignores). So, comparisons between experimental flow measurements and theoretical predictions cannot be expected to
how correspondence in every respect given the simplifications inherent in the analytical model. Nonetheless, we stress that to test
ur hypothesis, namely that waves and current give a greater reduction in the mean flow compared to current alone, it does not
5

atter whether we measure the flow in the fully relaxed wake.
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Fig. 3. Measured global force (a, c) and associated mean upstream and downstream horizontal flow velocities (b, d) for different steady current speeds 𝑢c. Flow
velocities measured in positive tow direction tests are indicated with ∙ and those measured in negative tow direction tests indicated with ×.

Fig. 4. Free surface timeseries of three regular waves (𝑎 = 0.11 m) with varying current speeds, as observed in the jacket’s moving reference frame.

.2. Blockage in combined regular waves and current

Towing the carriage towards the wavemaker to simulate combined wave and in-line current regimes acts to increase the
ncountered wave frequency due to the Doppler effect (Fig. 4). Importantly, wave kinematics are not modified. For clarity of
omparisons between tests, subsequent figures will display horizontal time axes in a non-dimensional form, 𝑡∕𝑇 , where 𝑇 is the
egular wave period in a reference frame moving with the jacket.

Undisturbed wave kinematics at the up-wave and down-wave ADV depths were measured with the jacket model removed from
he tank for regular waves of 0.11 m amplitude and 0.52 Hz frequency (giving a wave steepness 𝑘𝑎 = 0.12) whilst the carriage
as held stationary. Fig. 5(a) compares the cycle-averaged horizontal velocity measurements to theory using a Stokes expansion to

hird order (Stokes, 1880). The linear free-surface amplitude and wave frequency used in the theoretical model are estimated from
fit to the measured free surface with the form given by Eq. (A.1), see Fig. 5(c). Measured oscillation amplitudes agree well with

heory, but there appears to be a small mean flow of ∼0.02 m∕s backwards towards the wavemakers. While some uncertainty in
6
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Fig. 5. a–b: Up-wave ( ) and down-wave ( ) horizontal ADV fluid velocity for regular waves with no current, ensemble averaged over multiple wave
periods (𝑇 ). Horizontal solid lines represent mean fluid velocities over a wave cycle, and the shaded horizontal bands represent the uncertainty (±1 standard
deviation) in this estimate. For (a), dashed lines represent theoretical fluid velocities as given by a Stokes expansion to third-order. c: Fit ( ) to free surface
( ) measured by a wave gauge out to the side of the carriage between ADVs for test conditions in (a).

the mean flow estimate exists, quantified by the standard deviation of the low-frequency (<0.3 Hz) signal component, this cannot
ully account for the observed mean behaviour. This mean flow has no discernible trend over the 12 wave cycles used for averaging
nd is presumably the return flow underneath the regular wave train. Approximately half of the measured mean velocity can be
ccounted for if one assumes that the total return flow balancing the net volume flux driven by the theoretical Stokes drift is a
niform velocity over the water column.

Fluid velocities were again measured with the same regular wave train, now with the dense jacket installed between the up-wave
nd down-wave ADVs (Fig. 5(b)). No reduction in the up-wave or down-wave flow is seen compared to the case when no jacket was
resent. Hence, there is no evidence of any significant blockage for regular waves without current. This assumption was made in the
nalytical model by Taylor et al. (2013) and given experimental support by focused wave group tests of Santo et al. (2018a) where
larger value of 𝐶d was required to fit the force–time histories for waves alone compared to combined wave and current cases. By

xtension, Fig. 7 shows that the regular wave induced oscillatory flow component is unaltered by the presence of the jacket even
ith a steady current present.

We found that raw ADV data for combined regular wave and current tests had a high degree of data corruption and required
ignificant post-processing to make it ready for use. This was in part due to signal noise linked to periods of poor seeding, and in
art due to signal processing errors typified by large vertical steps in the data. Application of a data cleaning algorithm (presented
n Appendix A), which relies on knowledge of the bulk flow behaviour, recovered much of the signal.

Repeat tests were conducted for two wave–current regimes, with the cycle-averaged cleaned ADV signals for each test presented
n Fig. 6(d, e). The down-wave ADV root-mean-square error is below 0.02 m/s for both repeat tests, hence repeatability is satisfactory
iven we are interested in the bulk mean-flow behaviour.

The cleaned signals were averaged per wave cycle, with the cycle intervals determined from the free surface zero up-crossings
easured by the wave probe adjacent to the jacket. Fig. 6 presents the cycle-averaged fluid velocity time-series for five test regimes

or the two jacket models and a range of wave–current combinations, with the mean flow over this averaged cycle indicated by
orizontal solid lines. For all regimes, the combination of waves and current gives a greater reduction in both the up-wave and
own-wave mean flow when compared to the flow velocities observed for the same current speed with no waves. While a small
art of this reduction is driven by a return flow underneath the regular wave train (∼0.02 m∕s for 𝑎 = 0.11 m tests, ∼0.03 m∕s for

𝑎 = 0.2 m tests), the magnitude of the mean flow reduction in combined wave and current tests far exceeds the estimated return
flow. The extra reduction can only be a result of more blockage. This result is particularly striking for the sparse jacket, where
passing current with no waves through the jacket results in very little flow reduction, but the addition of regular waves yields
significant flow reduction. Remarkably, the down-wave mean flow nearly stops altogether for wave–current regimes (a), (c) and
(e), a result theoretically predicted by actuator disc theory for combined current and oscillatory flow (Taylor et al., 2013) but never
demonstrated in any previous physical experiments.

It is important to note that while the actual blocked mean flow within the jacket (𝑢cs in Eq. (4)) was not measured due to practical
7

constraints, the value of this blocked flow will lie between the measured mean up-wave and down-wave velocities.
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Fig. 6. Up-wave ( ) and down-wave ( ) horizontal ADV fluid velocity for different wave–current regimes, ensemble averaged over multiple wave periods
𝑇 ). Thin dotted lines in (d, e) represent cycle-averaged fluid velocities for repeat tests. Horizontal solid lines represent mean fluid velocities over a wave cycle,
nd the shaded bands represent the uncertainty (±1 standard deviation) in this estimate. Horizontal dashed lines represent mean fluid velocities for the same
urrent speed with no waves.

Fig. 7. Horizontal oscillatory component of up-wave ( ) and down-wave ( ) ADV fluid velocities, ensemble averaged over multiple wave periods (𝑇 ), for
he dense jacket subjected to varying regular wave and current regimes. The vertical velocity axis is given in non-dimensional terms, 𝑢

𝜔𝑎
, where 𝜔 is the linear

angular frequency and 𝑎 is the linear free surface amplitude. The mean flow in Fig. 6 has been removed for clarity.

To compare measured flow velocities to theory, it must be assumed that the down-wave ADV is far enough from the rear of the
jacket such that it is in the fully-relaxed wake where mean fluid velocities are at a minimum. Peak wave velocities 𝑢w are estimated
from the up-wave ADV oscillations for regular waves with no current. There is good agreement between theoretical and measured
reductions in free-stream velocities 𝑢 in the wake of the jacket (Fig. 8). Of note, the mean flow (just) reverses for the dense jacket
8
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Fig. 8. Theoretical ( ) and measured (∙) non-dimensionalised mean horizontal wake (down-wave) velocity versus peak wave velocity for the dense jacket (a)
nd sparse jacket (b). Error bars represent estimated standard deviation in mean down-wave ADV velocity.

Fig. 9. Free surface measurements of an embedded focused wave group with 𝑎focused = 0.075 m and 𝑎regular = 0.041 m (a), separated by subtraction into its
isolated focused wave group (b) and regular wave background (c) components. Horizontal time axis is normalised by the background regular wave period (𝑇 ).

and for 𝑢w∕𝑢c ≈ 1.7, which cannot be explained by this theory. The return flow measured under the regular wave trains, which
as not been treated in the theoretical model, likely explains some of this behaviour. Uncertainty in the mean down-wave velocity
stimate may also account for this result.

We emphasise that there are clear limitations in comparing this theory to experiments. Reducing the three-dimensional flow
round a jacket in waves and current to a one-dimensional actuator disc model at a specified depth below still water neglects any
ertical or lateral interactions and the effect of an oscillating free surface. Santo et al. (2017) numerically demonstrated substantial
ertical flow interaction within a jacket for steady sheared current. In waves, the hyperbolic fluid velocity decay within the water
olumn is likely to drive similar behaviour. On interpreting the experimental results, it is not known for certain whether the down-
ave ADV is placed in the fully-relaxed wake. It is also not known how the flow behaviour varies transversely across the wake of

he jacket and hence whether the bulk wake behaviour can be accurately inferred from a single point estimate. These limitations
ill be addressed with computational fluid dynamics modelling in future work.

.3. Blockage in embedded focused wave groups and current

While regular waves give the most extreme case of wave–current blockage when combined with an in-line current, they are a poor
epresentation of the extreme sea states which offshore structures are designed to withstand. A focused wave group representing
large wave event embedded in a smaller regular wave background (Fig. 9) gives a more realistic design condition. The large

rest represents an extreme wave and the regular background represent average waves in the sea-state. Fig. 10 shows up-wave and
own-wave ADV signals from two embedded focused wave group tests with 0.28 m/s current.

The regular waves that make up the background signal are of much smaller amplitude than those used for pure regular wave tests.
9

he additional blockage provided by this regular wave background is accordingly smaller: the up-wave ADV measures a mean flow
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Fig. 10. Up-wave ( ) and down-wave ( ) horizontal ADV fluid velocities for embedded focused wave groups in regular wave background with current.
Left-hand plots depict raw and filtered signals. Right-hand plots separate the filtered signals into low frequency (<0.3 Hz) (bold line) and higher frequency (faint
line) components. Dotted-line periods in low frequency plots represent periods of poor data quality. Horizontal dashed lines represent the mean measured fluid
velocity for the same current speed and no waves.

similar to that measured for the same current speed without waves, and the down-wave ADV measures slightly reduced velocities
either side of the embedded focused wave group (𝑡∕𝑇 < −3 or 𝑡∕𝑇 > 7).

With the advent of the focused wave group passing through the jacket, the up-wave ADV detects a transient reduction in mean
low. Estimates of the second-order return flow under the larger focused wave group suggest that this effect accounts for some of
his reduction. The remainder must be a result of the upstream divergence associated with extra transient blockage.

Down-wave ADVs measure a larger reduction in mean flow, with the low frequency signal component dropping to approximately
alf of the pre-focused wave group value in Fig. 10(a)(iv) and almost reaching zero mean flow in Fig. 10(b)(iv). This behaviour
an only be a result of the extra wave–current blockage driven by the larger focused wave group. The reduction in down-wave
ean flow persists over a much longer time scale than that measured by the up-wave ADV. The down-wave flow reduction appears

o commence 2 wave periods before the focused wave group peak passes through the jacket and lasts up to 4 wave periods after,
quating to a total time of approximately 6 wave periods. Presumably, this area of reduced flow local to the jacket (associated with
lobal vorticity) is then advected downstream by the current and the flow around the jacket returns to its pre-focused wave group
ehaviour.

These results imply that the extra blockage provided by waves on an underlying current is transient in nature and is most
10

ronounced around large wave events. This extra blockage serves to reduce the loads experienced on jacket structures from large
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wave events. The period of suppressed mean flow after the focused wave group passes through the jacket implies that for a set of
large waves, the structural loads from subsequent waves after the first large wave has travelled through the jacket may be further
reduced. As the flow within the jacket structure could not be measured for practical reasons in our tests, it can only be inferred
from the up-wave and down-wave behaviour. Computational fluid dynamics modelling will address this limitation in future work.

5. Conclusion

This paper reports laboratory-scale experimental measurements of the flow behaviour around a model jacket when subject to
range of wave and current conditions. Two jacket models with differing hydrodynamic area are tested to represent variations

n jacket design across the oil and gas and offshore wind industries. The presence of the jacket acts to cause divergence of the
pstream flow and reduce the downstream flow when placed in a steady current, a result consistent with simple current blockage
nd considered in current design standards. Combining waves with a current acts to reduce the mean flow significantly below the
lready reduced steady current case. This effect is most pronounced for regular waves which give close to zero mean flow in the
ake of the jacket in some test regimes, a result theoretically predicted by theory but not physically observed until now. Actuator
isc theory developed for combined steady and oscillatory flow gives reasonable agreement with measured mean wake velocities.
esults from larger focused wave groups embedded in a smaller regular wave background demonstrate that this extra wave–current
lockage is transient in nature and localised around the largest waves when peak structural loads occur. Importantly, while the flow
t the jacket was not explicitly measured, the up-wave and down-wave flow measurements unambiguously demonstrate the flow
eduction and therefore the load reduction from wave–current blockage. This physical behaviour is not captured in current offshore
esign standards. The implications of this work are far-reaching — more favourable re-assessment of existing oil and gas platforms,
nd cost-savings for jackets used for economically marginal offshore wind developments.
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ppendix A. Signal processing of ADV data

The ADV measurements were corrupted by intermittent jumps in data (shifting the data up or down by ±1 m∕s). Importantly,
pparently meaningful data was still recorded during these jumps. Fig. 11(a) depicts these jumps in raw ADV data amidst an
11
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Fig. 11. 10 s excerpt of down-wave horizontal fluid measurements captured for a combined regular wave (𝑎 = 0.11 m) and current (𝑢c = 0.28 m∕s) with the
parse jacket deployed. Raw data (a) is first cleaned by correcting data jumps with upper and lower bounds (b) and finally by curve fitting (c).

nderlying oscillatory flow for a combined regular wave and current test. The source of these features is believed to be internal
ignal processing within the ADV software. This may be an artifact of insufficient seeding: the large volume of water in the KHL tank
ade it challenging to deliver consistent seeding. Aliasing in ADV beam velocities resulting from incorrectly configured velocity

anges may also explain this behaviour (Nortek, 2018).
While many ADV spike detection and replacement algorithms have been proposed (e.g., Otnes and Enochson, 1978; Goring and

ikora, 2002), here we describe a simple data cleaning method which makes use of the meaningful data recorded during the jumps.
his method assumes that the flow is oscillatory and stationary over time, which holds true for regular waves and steady current.

Simple upper and lower bounds are imposed outside the range of the underlying sinusoidal flow (Fig. 11(b)). If the upper or
ower bounds are exceeded, the signal is corrected by −1 or +1 m∕s respectively. Fig. 11(b) depicts these bounds and their effect on
orrecting data jumps. While the bulk of the signal jumps have been corrected, some remain, and some have been over-corrected
e.g., 𝑡 ≈ 8 s). To clean these instances, the signal is low-pass filtered at 2 Hz and the unfiltered data is again corrected by −1 and
1 m∕s if the difference between the unfiltered and filtered data exceeds respective +0.5 and −0.5 m∕s thresholds.

The final cleaned signal (Fig. 11(c)) is low-pass filtered at 3 Hz and the result is fitted with a three-component cosine function
onsistent with the form given by a Stokes expansion to third order:

𝑎1 cos (𝜔 𝑡 + 𝜙) + 𝑎2 cos (2𝜔 𝑡 + 2𝜙) + 𝑎3 cos (3𝜔 𝑡 + 3𝜙) + 𝑐, (A.1)

where the peak angular frequency 𝜔 and time 𝑡 are treated as independent variables (𝜔 is found by fitting the free surface
with the same form as Eq. (A.1)) and other variables are fit using Python’s lmfit package. Periods of data associated with poor
seeding (e.g., 7 < 𝑡 < 8 s in Fig. 11(c)) are unrecoverable and are manually omitted from the data passed through the curve fit
function.

Importantly, the underlying oscillatory component of the raw signal has not been altered during the data cleaning process. While
some high frequency spikes remain in the cleaned data, their effect is largely nullified by low-pass filtering and curve fitting. The
validity of this process relies on the fact that only the bulk (low frequency) flow behaviour is of relevance for blockage.

Note that ADV measurements for embedded focused wave groups are not oscillatory and hence curve fitting with the form given
in Eq. (A.1) is not possible. The data cannot be further cleaned once data jumps are removed and the resulting signal is low-pass
filtered at 3 Hz. Periods of bad data are unrecoverable and remain in the cleaned signal (Fig. 10) but the data quality around the
focused wave group is of high enough quality to give insights into the bulk flow behaviour.
12
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Fig. 12. Actuator disc model of dense jacket with non-uniform disc permeability.

Appendix B. Actuator disc theory with non-uniform permeability

Typically, actuator disc models represent a porous structure as a uniformly-permeable disc. To model complex structures with
variability in the density of hydrodynamic area across their frontal width, it may be appropriate to apportion an actuator disc
into sections of different hydrodynamic area density. Actuator disc theory can then be applied to each disc section. This approach
assumes negligible lateral interaction between the flow passing through each section (as has been assumed for actuator disc models
in sheared flow; Draper et al., 2016).

The dense jacket can be represented by a combination of a central disc, which spans half the frontal area and contains half the
hydrodynamic area of the sparse jacket plus the conductor array area, and two side discs which contain the remainder of both the
frontal area and the sparse jacket’s hydrodynamic area (Fig. 12). The exact disc apportionment is a decision made by the analyst
based on the structural geometry.

Simple current blockage (Eq. (1)) is applied to each disc and summed to give the global force
𝐹

1
2𝜌𝐶d

= 𝐴centre𝑢
2
s, centre + 𝐴sides𝑢

2
s, sides (B.1)

Substituting Eq. (2) gives

𝐹
1
2𝜌𝐶d𝑢2c

= 𝐴centre

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎝

1

1 +
𝐶d𝐴centre
4𝐴f, centre

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎠

2

+ 𝐴sides

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎝

1

1 +
𝐶d𝐴sides
4𝐴f, sides

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎠

2

, (B.2)

and the expression is solved iteratively for 𝐶d using the measured global force 𝐹 .
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